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Abstract 

Brand Bug: A Digital Brand Management Tool is a dynamic, customizable web application 
designed to help companies keep track of their brand on the Web. Companies and their brands 
face challenges in the digital landscape where consumers have a large impact on brand message 
and discussion. This application leverages the data from Google Insights to generate notifications 
and reports when traffic for a specified brand has increased a significant amount. These reports 
can be viewed to give the user detailed information on what was happening with their brand when 
the traffic increase occurred. Users can also view current trends and information for their brand 
on any given day. The Brand Bug application is built using numerous technologies, including: 
Asp.net, C#, JavaScript, Ajax, Web services, and SQL Server. The site uses a simple layout with 
an intuitive navigation system. Buttons and icons are color coded for the type of action they 
perform. All of these features are designed to provide a ease of use for the user. 
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1. Project Description and Intended Use 

1.1 Statement of the Problem 

Brands and branding have become an important aspect of how companies market and sell 

their products. It has only been in recent decades, however, where brands have become a 

central component of our social fabric (5). Brands face unprecedented challenges in 

today's digital landscape.  The Internet is one of the most powerful and influential 

mediums in memory, changing our media culture in the most significant way since the 

television first entered the American home (10). Before the Internet, consumers had little 

input or impact on brand message. Branding went through the traditional media filters of 

television, radio, and newspapers.  If and when issues reflecting on the brand arose, 

companies could engage these issues though these traditional media filters. Basically, 

because these discussions occurred in these mainstream filters, it was easier for brands to 

manage and engage these issues. Consumer input and feedback was limited to the 

editorial section, if there was any discussion at all. The internet changed all of this 

drastically and giving companies new powers in marketing their brands, but it was a 

double edged sword. Through the Internet, brands can directly engage consumers in ways 

that they could never do so before. Consumers can now have a significant voice and 

immediate influence on brands and brand messaging. Word of mouth has always played a 

role in what consumers purchase, but that power has been magnified via the Internet (4). 

Twitter, Facebook, and other social media sites allow users to communicate their 

thoughts and opinions regarding a product instantly. Not only can consumers now 

conveniently make their voices heard, but their message can go viral, traveling across 

Internet at blinding speeds. Consumers are often seen as co-owners or co-collaborators on 
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brand image due to the impact they can have digitally (9). This reality provides numerous 

challenges for how companies manage their brands on the Internet. Engaging consumers 

actively on the Internet is imperative to growing your brands digitally (1). This 

engagement, however, is only part of the challenge companies face.  Knowing that these 

discussions are happening and where they are occurring can prove to be an even greater 

dilemma. 

  

1.2 The Solution 

Using software provided by the University of Cincinnati though the MSDN 

Library, I have built a web application to help companies monitor their brand via the 

Internet. My proposed application provides three main features for users to access. The 

first of these is a tool that allows the user to see what is currently happening with their 

brand on the Internet. The second feature is a tracking tool. Users add brands or popular 

Google searches related to their product to the application. A service runs daily to 

monitor any significant increase in search traffic related to the product or service being 

surveyed. When this is the case, the service generates the third feature in the application: 

a notification. The notification is a report alerting the user that there was an increase in 

traffic concerning their tracked item. This report contains items of interest related to the 

tracked item. These may be related news stories, tweets, Google traffic from that day and 

so forth. 

The purpose of the first tool is help companies see a day by day picture of what is 

being said about their brands. This tool is geared to larger companies with larger brands. 

These types of companies usually have a lot of activity with their brand on the Internet 
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and will generally use this tool daily. The second and third tools are aimed at smaller to 

medium sized companies. These types of firms usually have a much smaller online 

presence. As such, they are not as likely to use the application as often. The tracking and 

notification service will allow users to keep abreast of changes in online discussion of 

their brand without needing to log-in daily. These different tools help fill the different 

needs of potential users. A priority with this project is to provide a high-quality user 

interface. The goal is to allow those with little or no technical expertise to easily use the 

application.  

 

1.3 User Profiles 

 There are four user profiles for the Managing Brands in a Digital Landscape web 

application. 

 

1.3.1 Small Business Owner 

 This user likely has a small local company with a small employee base. They may 

not have any dedicated technical or IT staff. The user will likely not have knowledge of 

similar applications and may have limited time to user the application. 

 

1.3.2 Brand Manager 

 User would likely to work at medium size companies to larger corporations. They 

are responsible for monitoring and guiding significant amount of activity concerning the 

brand. While this user is much more familiar with brand management than a small 

business owner, there is no guarantee that they are tech savvy. 
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1.3.3 Data Analyst 

 This user will exist at larger corporations and advertising agencies.  Their role is 

to use tools such as Google trends and Google analytics and make sense of the data there. 

They will generally be tech savvy and be familiar with similar programs. 

 

1.3.4 Administrator 

 The administrator is responsible for the basic upkeep of the web application. He 

or she can log in and view an error log for the web application for troubleshooting 

purposes. 
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2. Design Protocols 

2.1 Use Case Diagram 

This application was designed with user customization in mind. The use case 

diagram (Figure 1) reflects this variation of user choices.  There are two main types of 

users: the end user of the application and the administrator. Users that have not been 

authenticated have two choices: log in or create an account. Once a user has been 

authenticated, their number of choices expands greatly. These options break down into 

four categories: brands, monitor, tracking, and notifications. Users can manage which 

brands they have on the application, add and remove brands, and reorder how brands 

appear throughout the application. Via the monitoring tools, users can view what is 

happening with their brand on that day, add and remove sub tools, and reorder those 

tools. With the tracking section of the application, users can add tracked items to their 

brands, remove those tracked items, and reorder them. The notification section is where 

reports can be viewed that have been generated by the tracking service. Users can choose 

to delete these reports if they wish to do so. Authenticated administrators can view and 

manage a log of server errors, allowing them to troubleshoot the application. 
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Figure 1. Use Case Diagram 
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2.2 Database Schema 

 The database for this application is rather lightweight (Figure 2). This is because 

the Digital Brand Management Tool is a heavily web serviced base application. We only 

need to store what tools/brands the user has added, what items they have tracked, and 

what notifications have been generated and when. Via the application’s web services and 

other services on the Internet, the application retrieves data based on the brand/tracking 

name or the date a notification is generated.   

 
 

        Figure 2. Database Schema 
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2.3 User Interface 

2.3.1 Interface Design/Navigation 

 The navigation for this web application is fairly simple, following a template that 

is common among many web sites. This navigation is at the top of every page, so that the 

user can easily see it when the page loads and access it when needed. The width of the 

navigation and the content of all the pages are 960 pixels. This allows all the content to fit 

within the 1024 x 768 pixels resolution which is now the most common lowest resolution 

among most internet users. The brand logo/icon is aligned to the left, while links are 

aligned to the right.  

  

Figure 3. Logged-in Navigation 

 

 

Figure 4. Logged-out Navigation 

 

There are different navigation menus that users see while using the application. Figure 3 

shows the navigations users access once they have logged into the application. Figure 4 

shows the navigation users are greeted with when they access the application but have not 

yet been authenticated. The only option these two navigations share in common is the 

help page. 
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2.3.2 Icons/Graphical Symbols 

 There are not a large number of different icons used in this web application, but 

those that are used are ubiquitous throughout the application. This universal use of certain 

icons throughout the application aids users in understanding how to use the application. 

 

Figure 5. Application Logo 

The web application uses a logo (Figure 5) that is present on every page, located at the 

top left. This always links users back to the default page: “My Brands” if they are logged-

in or the “Login” page if they are logged out. 

 

 

Figure 6. Add Icon 

The icon used throughout the application for adding tools and information is seen in 

Figure 6. This icon is used to add brands, tools to monitor page, and add tracked items. 

 

 

Figure 7. Application Logo 

The icon used throughout the application for deleting or removing items is seen in Figure 

7. It is used for removing brands, tools from the monitor page, removing tracked items, 

and deleting notifications. 
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2.3.3 Color Scheme 

The color scheme was designed to help improve the user experience while using 

the application. I decided to use a dark color scheme and have the content be in white, 

while some sub-content will be in light gray. This helps the content on the page stand out 

against the background. The two colors that compliment this dark color scheme are red 

and blue. This is used because when applied to symbols, the colors have meanings that 

are easy to understand. The red “X” symbol in the top right corner, a symbol most 

windows users will understand immediately, closes or deletes a certain aspect of the web 

page. A blue “+” sign allows the users to add objects to the page. Green/red colors also 

have this positive/negative association also, but I wanted to avoid those colors because of 

possible red/green color blindness.  

 

2.3.4 Help 

This section contains documentation on how to use the application.  The help 

page will be broken down into two main sections: a guide on how to use the application 

and a frequently asked question page. The guide has images of the user interface and how 

to properly use the interface to use the application. 
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2.4 Technology 

 This application was built using the .Net environment, using ASP.Net and C# as 

the primary languages for building web-pages and services. The application also makes 

use of .Net UserControls to hold the html framework for many of the tools and features. 

This allows html containers to be used in an object oriented fashion, allowing the 

application to dynamically add and modify these features as html for pages is generated. 

 The application makes use of jQuery to aid in client-side scripting. The jQuery 

plug-in, jQuery UI, was used to allow for the drag and drop customization of the user 

interface. I used the ASP.Net Ajax Control Toolkit’s ModalPopup Extender to generate 

the pop-up menus that are generated whenever a user clicks on a blue plus sign button 

(Figure 5). 

 Due to the way the monitor and report pages work, multiple web sources need to 

be contacted to load information needed by tools on those pages. If we did this on page 

load before the page was sent to the user, we would need to wait for responses from all 

the web services and process those requests. This could potentially cause huge load times 

for each page. To avoid this problem, we use Ajax to load the content of each tool.  After 

the page loads for the user, an Ajax request is sent for each tool on the page to the 

application’s web service, BrandService.asmx. This service then contacts other web 

services or processes the Google Insight csv file if it already has a recent one stored. It 

then returns this data to the client as html to be placed in the correct tool. Communication 

between the client and the web service often needs to contain complex data sets. To aid in 

this communication, data is formatted in JSON. Once this JSON data is received by the 

client or server, it can be parsed into a more useable storage object. 
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 While the application makes heavy use of web services, some things still have to 

be stored via a database. These include account information, what brands the user has and 

what tools are loaded for those brands, what the user is tracking, and what notifications 

the user has received. All of this information is stored in a SQL Server 2008 database 

(Figure 1). 
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3. Deliverables 

 1. Application has web interface using HTML, CSS, and JavaScript. 

 2. Application stores data on a secure database with normalized tables. 

 3. Users are able to create accounts by providing user name, password, and email.  

 4. Users are able to authenticate into the web application. 

 5.  Authenticated users can add brands to their “My Brands” page. 

  - Users can upload a picture/logo of that brand. 

  - Users can delete/remove any brand. This removes subsequent   

     tacked items and notifications of this brand. 

- Users can change the order of their brands on the “My Brands” page.   

This changes the order brands are displayed on the “Tracking” page. 

 6. Authenticated users are able to add monitor tools for their brand. 

  - Users can add sub-tools to this page. 

  - Users can remove tools from this page. 

  - Users can change the order of how tools appear on the page. 

 7. Authenticated users can add tracked items to “Tracking” page.  

- User can change options for tracked items, such as: how much traffic 

should trigger notification and if they want to receive email of notification. 

- Users can remove any tracked item from Tracking page. This removes   

all notifications generated under that tracked item. 

           - Users can change order of tracked items. This changes the order that  

  tracked items notifications are displayed on Notification page. 

8. Authenticated users can view notifications on the “Notification” page. 

 - Users can choose to view report for notification 

 - Users can delete notifications 

 9. Authenticated administrator accounts can access admin functions 

  - Administrator accounts can view logs of server errors 

9. Authenticated users can download CSV or XML files 

 - Users can save data from Monitor and Report pages 
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4. Project Planning 

4.1 Project Budget 

All resources that will be utilized in this project are provided either by the University of 

Cincinnati through the MSDN Library or are free to use (Figure 8). 

                                                     Cost 

Visual Studio ® 2010    $799.99  

SQL Server Management  
Studio Express 

  Free 

Paint.Net Free 

  Total   $799.99 
 

Figure 8. Project Budget 
 

Despite the listed retail price, as I am using software licensed for educational use, there 

was no cost to me. The entire web application was developed from the ground up; it will 

not be built from any existing templates or programs. This makes the budget much 

simpler as I avoid any additional licensing issues.  
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4.2 Project Schedule 

The majority of this development cycle was spent finishing work on the defined 

deliverables for the project. Additional time was spent rewriting and optimizing some of the code 

for specific features. 

 

 

Figure 9. Project Schedule 
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4.3 Project Hardware and Software 

 As with any large scale project, I used a wide variety of resources to make progress on 

this application. I used Visual Studio 2010 to do the majority of coding for the website. Microsoft 

SQL Server Management Studio was used to setup and manage the database side of the 

application. Paint.NET was utilized to structure much of the interface and design. I used Google 

Insight and some of Google’s APIs as a backbone for the project. The CSV files from Google 

Insight to pull relevant data on brands and use Google charts API to draw charts from data the 

application has processed.  
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5. Proof of Design 

 One of the main goals of my project was to provide an application that was both flexible 

and customizable enough to be useful to a wide range of users. The first step in this process was 

to provide a clean and clear interface. Examples of this interface are show on the Login page 

(Figure 10) and the Create Account page (Figure 11). These pages show the applications use of 

space to create an easily read interface and clear delineation between areas of content and those 

that are background. The login and create account boxes show the compartmentalized/modular 

format that is used for all content and items of interest in the application. 

 

                                                                         Figure 10. Login Page 

 

                                                              Figure 11. Create Account Page 
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After logging in, users are directed to the “My Brands” page (Figure 12). This page acts 

as the main page for the site and is also a gateway to the monitor tool for each brand. Each brand 

is featured in the same modular format as everything else in the application. Clicking the red “X” 

in the top right removes that brand from the application as well as all of its’ associated tracking 

and notifications. 

 

 

Figure 12. My Brands Page 
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Clicking the blue “+” sign (Figure 12) generates a popup menu that will allow users to 

add new brands to the application. Users provide a name for their brand and an image/logo that is 

used to represent that brand throughout the application (Figure 13).   

 

 

            Figure 13. My Brands Page – Add Brand Menu 

 

Clicking on the image of any of the brands on the “My Brands” page (Figure 13) brings 

the user to the “Monitor” page for that brand (Figure 14).  Users are able to customize this page 

for each brand to receive the data and results that they need. Clicking the blue “+” sign in the top 

right corner allows users to add sub-tools to this page. Similarly, clicking the red “X” on any sub-

tool removes this tool for that brand. Users can also change the order of how sub tools appear on 

the page for any brand. 
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Figure 14. My Brands – Monitor Brand Page 
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Some of these tools feature charts along with the relevant data, such as the “Recent 

Traffic” tool (Figure 15). I used the Google Charts API to create the graphs for these tools. The 

data in a number of these tools is from Google Insights. The search traffic number, 0 to 100, is 

scaled and normalized. What these numbers mean is explained in detail in the Help section of the 

application. 

`

 

Figure 15. My Brands - Monitor page – Recent Traffic Tool  
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The level of customization in the application serves specific purposes. Some tools, like 

the “Google Rising Searches” (Figure 16) and “Google Top Searches” (Figure 17), are not that 

useful to some smaller brands. Local brands like Skyline Chili will not generate enough search 

traffic to have any data for these tools. With the way my application is designed, these users are 

able to simply remove these tools from their interface and concentrate on the tools that provide 

the most useful information for them.  

 

 

   Figure 16. My Brands - Monitor page – Top Searches Tool  

 

          Figure 17. My Brands - Monitor page – Rising Searches Tool  
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The “Tracking” page (Figure 18) allows users to add terms to track under each brand. A 

tracking service runs daily on these items, generating notifications when there are sizeable 

increases in search traffic for that term. Whenever a user adds a brand to their account, that brand 

is automatically added as a tracked item. Users can change options for each tracked item: what 

amount of traffic increase causes a notification to be generated and if they want to receive an 

email when those notifications are generated.  Following the same functionality as the rest of the 

application, clicking the red “X” on a tracking item removes that item from tracking. Users can 

also change the order on tracked items in each brand, changing the order they will appear on the 

notification page. 

 

 

    Figure 18. Tracking Page 
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Users can click the blue “+” sign in the top right corner of any brand on the tracking page 

to add a new tracking term. This generates a “Pop-up” (Figure 19) where users can add the new 

term to track under their brand. There is reminder note to users that how they word their tracked 

item may affect their results. 

 

 

       Figure 19. Tracking Page – Add Tracking Popup 
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The Notifications page (Figure 20) allows users to see what notifications have been 

generated for their tracked items and to see reports on those traffic increases. Users can delete 

notifications by clicking the red “X” at the top right corner of any notification. 

 

 

  Figure 20. Notification Page 

 

The “Monitor” tools allow users who want a more “hands-on” approach to oversee what 

is happening with brands on a daily basis. This tool may not be optimal, however, for many 

smaller sized companies for many reasons. Smaller businesses often do not have the time or 

personnel for this activity. Smaller firms also have a smaller digital footprint and may not need to 

check daily. The Tracking and Notification tools allow these types of users to track items 

important to their brand and receive emails and reports when those items see increases in traffic. 
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The variation among these tools along with the customization of the application fulfills the 

different needs of varied users.   

Users can click on the view button (Figure 20) to view a report (Figure 21) for the day 

and brand on which the notification was generated. This page features data similar to that of the 

“Monitor” Page, however instead of pulling the most recent data, it displays information from the 

date the notification. This data may range from a few days prior and after the specified date, up to 

all data from that month. This range is dependent on what is supported by the APIs from which 

the application collects data. 

 

 

                Figure 21. Notification Report Page
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6.0 Testing 

Iterative testing was done throughout the development of the application. As base 

functionality was for tools and services, testing would occur on this tool to make sure it 

preformed correctly. This application makes use of a heavy duty framework and web-

services to support its functionality. Because of this complexity, iterative and unit testing 

was essential. The first unit test was the application’s ability to successfully remove 

associated items from the database when deleting its parent item. After a user adds a 

brand, that user can add tools to that brand, add tracked items, and have reports generated 

for that tracked item within that brand. Making sure that the associated items under a 

brand are removed on the database is important, otherwise that unused data just takes up 

space on our database. The second unit test was similar to the first, when removing a 

tracked item removes all notifications and reports generated for that tracked item. I was 

able to set up this functionality by establishing the relationships on the table to do 

cascading deletes.   

The third unit test was making sure that users were unable to effect data for which 

they did not have authorization/authentication. This was a major concern for this project 

because the application makes heavy use of Ajax communication between the server and 

client. In order for this to happen, information has to be stored at the client side(such as 

the ID of a tool), so that the server then knows what the context is when it is requested to 

perform a function.  This can become dangerous because data could potentially become 

tampered with from the client side, tricking the server into preforming updates or deletes 

to an “ID” that is assigned to another user. To remove this threat, I have all functionality 

that could be endangered by this match on the userid, thus making sure changes are only 
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made if the user has authorization for that object. To test this, I went into the application 

and manipulated various client side information, trying to trick the application.  The 

application successfully did not make changes to objects for which the user did not have 

permissions. 

 The fourth unit test was that the web application prevents SQL injection 

and XSS scripting attacks.  The .Net framework has built-in functionality to prevent XSS 

attacks, so the larger concern was SQL injection attacks. To help prevent this, all SQL 

command that use data from the client store that data in parameters. In addition to this, I 

took extra precautions in parsing data from client. If the server is expecting an integer 

from the server and it receives something else, it will log an error and not perform the 

requested functionality.   

To test this, I added SQL commands to where client data would be sent to the 

server and then watch the outcome.  I also tried many of the common XSS attacks, listed 

at http://ha.ckers.org/xss.html, to see if they were successful. All attacks failed to 

successfully break the security of the program. 

 Testing scenarios with actual users were centered on the basic use of the 

application. The first and main testing scenario was allowing users with no previous 

experience with the application to use it and see the results. This group consisted of four 

people: two of my friends with a high level of technical expertise and two of my family 

members who have a much lower level of experience with technical tasks. My two 

friends that are very familiar with technology and web interfaces handled the application 

in a similar way. The applications main page and sub-pages are mostly blank until you 

add brands to the application. They navigated through these pages and seeing that they 
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were blank, they went back to the homepage and clicked on the only button available, to 

add a brand. They followed this same trial and error approach for the rest of the pages. 

Once they knew that the add brands button worked in similar ways on all the subsequent 

pages, they quickly knew the basics of using the application within a few minutes. Both 

my family members, who have a much lower technical expertise, followed a much 

different approach than the first two users. Rather than experimenting with the 

application to figure out how it worked, they immediately went to the help section of the 

application. They largely ignored the Frequently Asked Question section and instead used 

the How To Guide section to figure out how to use the application. 

 The testing scenario also revealed an error in the application for which I had not 

planned. Users have the ability to add a tool to a page as many times as they wish. While 

there is no real gain from a user having a tool on a page multiple times, I did account for 

this when building the application and handled it appropriately in the code. I however did 

not account for this when building the tool to export data out of the application as an xml 

or csv file. Having the same tool on a page multiple times causes an error in the data 

export and I did not catch this in my own testing. The additional testing aided in catching 

and fixing this error. 

 Another aspect the scenario testing revealed the benefit that tool tip menus would 

have added to the application. Tool tip menus are JavaScript pop-ups that describe what 

something does when a user hovers over that item. One of the first thing users would do 

when faced with a button they were unfamiliar with was to hover over it before deciding 

to click on it. If I had worked tool tip menus into the application, users would easily be 

informed of what function a button preformed when visiting a page for the first time. 
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During the first quarter, the idea of tool tip menus occurred to me in planning and I did 

want to include them. However, during the course of the project and development, this 

kept getting pushed back further and further as I concentrated on core functionality for 

the project. Towards the end of spring quarter, I simply ran out of time to implement this 

feature. If I continue development on the project, I would add this feature in a future 

iteration. 
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7.0 Conclusions 

The BrandBug application was designed and built to be customizable by the user. 

Web and Software applications increasingly need to be highly dynamic as the needs and 

expectations of users continue to evolve. Users expect more out of applications than they 

did five years ago and this trend will continue in coming years. 

I would recommend to others the design and development of tools that aid in 

brand management.  Many companies, such as Google, provide a wealth of information 

relevant to brand interests. However, this data is often raw and without additional tools to 

allow users to act on it. Applications that use this data in creative ways stand to benefit 

both the creators and the users. We now live in the age of Big Data. We can access and 

record huge amounts of information though many aspects of the Web. Finding ways to 

use and manage this information is the true challenge for years to come.
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